
TECTANE NEW MASTER PLAN: 
 
Following several new developments Worldwide, Tectane has  
designed and formed a New Master Plan, to address the new  
realities of the Ethanol Development Market and new Technologies  
in the field. 
The latest reports indicate that due to the Climate Crisis,  
Countries Worldwide is suffering from droughts and floods.  
China lost over 25 million acres to droughts recently. Other  
Countries have had record floods and poor crops. Acknowledging  
that these happenings are all part of the U.N. Predictions on  
Climate Change and predicted to become even worst, Tectane has  
formed a Partnership with a Company that addresses emissions  
with a LIQUID MUFFLER (EnviroPure Industries) that reduces emissions up to 96%. 
This solution is an immediate solution, without the need to change  
fuels. This Company looks at Tectane to increase engine  
efficiency, while they reduce the emissions. Together we provide  
the ideal situation. Next comes the reality that growing crops  
replaces land for the production of food crops. This reality has  
been officially recorded with the U.N. and the Major Groups of  
the World. Nevertheless, the strength of the existing  
Corporations in the field, have overcome reality with Special  
Interest Political Power. The fact that a Company in Brazil has  
been able to execute a $1.2 Billion Ethanol I.P.O. on the Stock  
Market, demonstrates this Power, not to mention Giant U.S.  
Companies like A.D.M., will continue to influence Political  
Policies, with major financial contributions. Tectane on the  
other hand will continue to offer Agricultural Sweet Sorghum  
Projects, in Developing Countries, seeking Employment, Fuel  
Independence, Food and By Products to the cutting of Trees.  
Tectane's new patents (pending) for the Co-generation of the  
Production and Conversion of said fuels, will offer a Cost  
Efficient Exclusive Plan to Developing Countries and the Stock  
Exchange. 
The combination of the ideal Technology Partnership and  
Technologies will make Tectane one of the most STOCK  
SUSTAINABLE Companies that could be placed on the Major Stock  
Exchanges Worldwide. Our Pending Partner has agreed to a 10%  
exchange of Equity. Since their technology is immediately  
available, they have received Investment offers from the Major  
Investment Groups, Billionaires and Car Companies of the World.  
Our Partnership with them will help us enter a New World and  
Stock Value. 
http://www.tectane.com/ 
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